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It’s a lifestyle choice - we’ve got you covered!
Vektor: a new era in automated pool safety ----------------------------Vektor is a new automated rollup system designed to aid the use of our PowerPlastics Solid Safety Cover— the perfect accessory for those
with a safety cover and small children. Although the PowerPlastics Solid Safety Cover is fully workable on its own, the Vektor assists users
of this cover, especially those operating the cover single-handedly.

Why Vektor? ----------------------------------------------------------------Convenience: we live in a world where convenience is key, and everyone is looking for
affordable products to streamline their lives, especially parents with small children. But fully
automatic covers are often too expensive for the average home. Vektor bridges the gap,
favoured for its affordability and the added convenience of a semi automatic cover.
Safety: one of the most dangerous mistakes parents make is to purchase a safety cover but
not actually use it. This, by and large, is due to the hassle factor and laziness around recovering a pool after use. While the PowerPlastics Solid Safety Cover is already easy to use
(without fiddly hooks and eyelets), adding the Vektor makes it truly effortless.

OPENING THE POOL

Vektor is suited to solid pool covers measuring up to 12m x 5.5m.

Simply attach to the aluminium bars of the PowerPlastics Solid Safety Cover, engage the motor via the corded control and the
unit propels itself along the pool’s paving at the same time as the cover, rolling the cover in.
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CLOSING THE POOL
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To re-cover / close the pool, the nylon webbing strap is attached to the first batten on the leading edge of the cover. Once
the motor is engaged, the cover is rolled out over the pool via a durable nylon strap.

Features -----------------------






12V electric motor
Magnetic corded remote
Wall mounted bracket for storage
Ergonomic handle and wide wheels
for better traction
Fully portable
1 year Warranty

The Vektor is available exclusively in SA from PowerPlastics Pool Covers.
Visit www.powerplastics.co.za

